2019-01-11 Cornell LD4P2 Meeting notes
Date: 11 Jan 2019
Attendees: Steven, Lynette, Huda, Tim, Jason, Simeon
Regrets: none

Agenda & Notes
Review actions from 2018-12-14 Cornell LD4P2 Meeting notes (12/21 and 01/04 meetings were
cancelled)
Steven FolsomLC Names is in QA without going thru context workflow. Steven Folsomwill work with Huda Khan to set up.
2018-12-13 - Awaiting data dump. LC working on it but they have yet to achieve. Larger data set so it's taking time. No deadline provided.
2019-01-11 - Dave had added LCNAF to Dav'e and working on the context needed for the search lookup UI.
Huda Khan ,Tim Worrall and Jason Kovari to work with Astrid on brainstorming/planning D&A ideas
Jason Kovari going thru CUL's D&A Jira (next week or so): https://culibrary.atlassian.net/secure/RapidBoard.jspa?
rapidView=19&projectKey=DISCOVERYACCESS&view=planning.nodetail
Huda Khan is working on whether usability work on catalogs has been done internally as well as externally to CUL. Code4Lib journal
and another has some details
Astrid doing user interviews with microbiologists and music librarians
2019-01-11 - Jason Kovari will schedule formal meeting for those involved in the Discovery work plan for early January – Jason will
coordinate with Astrid on scheduling
Steven Folsomto follow up with Tim Worrallabout status of Discogs work and how it fits with expectations
Old news... we think things are going well, will be able to tell better when the lookup is integrated with the BFE as a test environment DONE
Lynette Rayleto follow up with Tim Worrallabout whether we can publish Discogs lookup as part of QA because we think others might be
interested in using it
Tim Worrall , Lynette Rayle will take off-line and report back next week
2019-01-11 - discussed how to make this work in QA, Tim is now moving ahead with this using the Ruby RDF gem
Lynette Rayleto follow up with YAML for https://github.com/LD4P/qa_server/issues/13 and https://github.com/LD4P/qa_server/issues/26, then
Steven will shepherd the process with the person requesting. Also with Christine and Marc around Wikidata
Lynette Rayle : one open PR for demographics. will run tests to see if pass or fail
ACTION - Steven Folsom will ping cohort to find "owner" for LCMPT and source of accuracy tests https://github.com/LD4P/qa_server
/issues/13
https://github.com/LD4P/qa_server/issues/26 has PR for accuracy tests, Lynette merged by has to port over to production, tests not all
passing so some debate to have with requester which Lynette will start by publishing the test results in the issue ACTION - Lynette to put
into production and note test results
https://github.com/LD4P/qa_server/issues/42 – Video Game Genre Forms request pending work from Dave and Lynette
ACTION - Steven Folsomwill follow up with Christine and Marc about what entities we want to support lookup from wikidata
Authority Lookups for Sinopia
Huda Khan will fork Sinopia editor to see what it takes to get front-end to do things to get them in-line with what we want to see... without
affecting Stanford's dev
2019-01-11 - Huda has is running locally, can see that calls to QA are being made, now going to look at how the UI is set up and will
look into tinkering with that
Issues: https://waffle.io/LD4P/ld4p2-cornell
ACTION - Related to https://github.com/LD4P/qa_server/pull/43, Lynette will create a separate issue for Agrovoc re: URIs changing –
DONE: https://github.com/LD4P/qa_server/issues/48

Status updates and planning
Based on the tech call this past week we can anticipate questions about the input/output of Casalini conversions. How do we want to staff this?
What are Cornell's goals with the Casalini data?
For Sinopia - for copy cataloging work we need this data in DAVE/QA and in Sinopia. We understand data cleanup issues with current
Share-VDE data
For Enhanced Discovery - need to scope work
Other local use - are there URIs that are useful and might be added to catalog? Need to first assess this. ACTION - Jason will discuss in
LTS
Discovery developer search – options?
Mention knowledge graph / other cool terms in job ad
Authority Lookups for Sinopia (Production QA instance: https://github.com/ld4p/qa_server/issues/)
Prep for Cataloging Sinatra and other 45's (Discogs data, https://github.com/ld4p/qa_server/issues?q=is%3Aissue+is%3Aopen+label%3ADiscogs)
Enhanced Discovery
Steven notes that there is now a W3C BF to schema working group, may help in providing an agreed upon set of mappings
Travel and meetings
LD4P2 Cornell Meeting Attendances
LD4 conference
ANYONE who wants to speak must submit a presentation and there are no guarantees that partner submissions will be
accepted
Lynette to ping Dave about possible QA/DAVE presentation
Huda to discuss with Astrid possibility of UX presentation
Possible discussions around wikidata
LD4P June 2019 Meeting: Agenda formation: https://wiki.duraspace.org/x/p4B7Bg
Next meetings:

